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LOGO! - not just a small controller

For many PLC programmers and PLC users, the LOGO! a "toy", but that's not the case.
 The LOGO! is a small-control that also finds its use. With the tools and hardware devices
around the LOGO!-PLC, the user can process information in and from the LOGO! PLC.
 Regardless of whether current-/voltage-values are stored in the LOGO! is to be
processed, the LOGO! sent E-mail-messages, here the user will find many products
related to LOGO!.

WinTELEPROF-software = software-PG-TELE

Your're using the devices of the Tele-Network-family and don't want to have a device
standing on the table? No problem. Install the WinTELEPROF-software on your PC and
after link connection access to your Step5/7-programming software (also Siemens) via a
virtual Com-Port.
 At Step5 the Step5-software is going to be patched, then working with the virtual
Com-Port will be also possible.



Free definable limits

You need some limits? No problem, with the OSC-II-devices you will be able to define 3
relay outputs (toggle switch) like UG (down level) or OG (top level) or as a ready-flag
(internal probe has working temperature).

Simple and uncomplicated remote maintenance

Simple and uncomplicated remote-access to your devices/systems via the Internet
 VPN-tunnel, registration at any portal is not necessary, activate the device and select and
communicate with the opposite system
 No great effort to implement access. Use of the devices without consulting IT, no
time-consuming commissioning procedure
 All your devices in your own cloud, no access from third-party CONNECT-devices to
your devices/systems



S7-CP-replacement (without LAN-CP to the PLC-device)

Do you have a S7-PLC-device without CP243-1, CP343-1 or CP443-1 and would like to
connect via LAN? Then plug the S7-LAN on the PLC-device and your access via
RFC1006 is ready for use.

Operation as a WLAN-client

You are on site your plant and should move round the machine and simultaneously control
or monitor. WLAN is reachable, but your PC is not able to provide WLAN. No problem,
you parametrize ALF as a client and connect him to the PC and join the reachable WLAN
and you are online on the PLC.


